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Welcome to the newest edition of our membership newsletter, the 
“Oyster Bay Express”.  We bring you this quarterly publication in order 
that our members and supporters may stay informed as to current     
activities at the Museum.  So sit back, read along and enjoy! 

If you have any questions, comments or suggestions regarding this 

publication, feel free to reach out to us at LIRR35@aol.com, subject 

“NEWSLETTER”.  Thank you for your continued support!  

For more up-to-date information on museum events and work sessions, 

or to view a virtually endless supply of photos of our equipment and  

facilities, visit us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/OBRRM. 

For Locomotive #35 specific updates and information, visit 

www.facebook.com/lirr35. 

NEW:  We’re happy to announce we also have our own channel on 

YouTube.  Simply search OYSTER BAY RAILROAD MUSEUM in your 

YouTube browser to view numerous videos created for and by OBRM.  

Special thanks to John Petsche for creating this exciting new feature! 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

With the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, and in the interest of 
the safety of our members, volunteers and supporters, we 
have resumed regular work sessions with some restrictions. 
 
As always, please monitor our website and especially our  
Facebook page for updates as things progress.  Meanwhile, 
we’ll bring you up to speed on our progress in this issue of 
the Oyster Bay Express, as well as providing you with some 
of our new policies.  Until things return to normal, all      
meetings and special events will remain on hold. 
 
As always, we wish you all good health and happiness! 
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Since the summer edition of the Oyster Bay Express, I am pleased to report that 
many positive things have been happening at the museum.  We continue to           
experience good attendance at the Yard and Visitor Center.  A debt of gratitude goes 
out to both the docents and volunteers who ensure that all protocols are being        
followed so that visitors enjoy a safe and secure museum experience.  Work        
continues with enthusiasm on the various projects at the Display Yard. 
 

Speaking of the Visitor Center, the Board of Directors, after careful consideration, made the         
decision to cease operations at that location effective Sept. 30th.  The Center was originally opened 
at 102 Audrey Avenue, approximately 12 years ago as a way of having a presence in the         
downtown.  As a result of  increased patronage and need for additional space to house exhibits and 
special events such as the very popular Holiday Express at Christmas, the square footage was  
doubled in 2012 when the business next to us vacated and it became available.  Although the     
Visitor Center has served the Museum well, now that the exterior restoration of the historic landmark 
station is substantially completed, (see related article) it became apparent that a new Visitor Center 
at the station would not only provide more space for exhibits and educational programs, but offer 
considerable financial savings. The transition period from old to new will be approximately 6 
months, and the plan is to open at the station in spring 2021.  The good news is that the Display 
Yard will remain open until the end of the season, which usually, weather permitting, is early        
November.  We are very excited about the opportunities the new location will offer. 
 
Until next time, stay safe and if you need to reach me my email is johnspecce@gmail.com 

President’s Report by John Specce, OBRM President 

Education Report by William Burke, Committee Chair 

The Education Committee, like schools, museum education programs and most other large group 
events has been forced by the COVID virus shutdown to basically suspend our programs. Students 
and other groups are our life blood and they have been the focus of most of our efforts for over five 
years to get our programs organized, recognized, validated and up and running. For everyone     
involved we remain ready to start up our visitation and outreach programs as soon as things return 
to normal. The committee remains active in supporting the other vital operations of the museum and 
remains vigilant in assuring that those efforts continue to put emphasis on serving the needs of 
young students as well as the general public. With our input, that focus has always been at the  
forefront of everything that has been and will be done at the Oyster Bay Railroad Museum. As     
educators, we are always impressed and moved by the accomplishments of our team members as 
they bring historical treasures like our landmark train station and turntable back to life with the full 
knowledge that it will be the students we will serve in the future who will benefit from their efforts. In 
short, the Education Committee may currently be forced into a low profile, but our commitment to 
the museum and our student learners remains strong.  

mailto:johnspecce@gmail.com
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Good Bye Visitor’s Center by Tom Del Sorbo, OBRM Treasurer 

On September 20th, OBRM closed its doors of the Visitor's Center to the public for the final time at 
the site it has been located at since 2008, The 102 Audrey Avenue location was full of railroad     
displays and many historical objects in tribute to the storied history of railroading in the United 
States, and particularly on Long Island and the New York region.  The Board of Directors of the 
Railroad Museum collectively decided in early 2020, before the pandemic, that our lease at the 
Audrey Avenue location would not be renewed at expiration on September 30, 2020. It was          
determined that all of the artifacts, displays and items that the public enjoyed at the Visitor's Center 
would be relocated to the historic Presidential station building several hundred feet north at the    
entrance to Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Park. There were several reasons for the move;          
including financial considerations and the availability of a more spacious interior for a repurposed 
Visitor's Center that would not only accommodate visitors, but also allow the Museum to greatly   
expand our educational program to elementary school students focusing on railroad history and the 
Museum's mission. The move from our location of the past 12 years was accomplished through the   
tireless efforts of Board members and our dedicated volunteers over the course of a single week. It 
required careful planning over the past six months, and represents the culmination of our first phase 
for the Visitors Center. 
 
Now that the exterior work on the station has essentially been completed through the great efforts of 
TML Builders, and made possible through a $100,000 grant to the Museum from the Robert D.L 
Gardiner Foundation, we will be moving to complete the interior renovation of the historic station 
once sufficient funds are raised for this work. In the interim, we therefore plan on re-opening a    
temporary Visitor's Center at the station in Spring 2021 after a number of required interior             
infrastructure items are completed to provide Museum guests and students from Oyster Bay and 
surrounding school districts with a safe, clean and spacious facility.  We all look forward to opening 
a bigger and better OBRM Visitor's Center for all to see in Spring 2021!  For the remainder of 2020, 
we will continue to operate our display yard on Bay Avenue for interested visitors at the entrance to 
the TR Marina until the end of our regular season in November. 

After a dozen years of service to the Oyster Bay 

Railroad Museum, we vacated 102 and 104 

Audrey Avenue for the last time on Saturday, 

September 26th.   

 

Special thanks to not only the volunteers or 

helped set up, break down and maintain the 

Center, but to all those visitors who enjoyed our 

numerous displays, purchased our wares and 

supported our special events such as the      

annual Oyster Festival and Holiday Express.  
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Shop Report by Gary Farkash, Committee Chair 

As we have moved through September and into October, we 
have been working very hard to finish up the painting of         
Locomotive #35’s cab before the cold sets in.  Three coats of 
gloss black are being applied. Meanwhile, the volunteers are 
working on taking more locomotive parts down to bare metal so 
we can get primer and paint onto them, including the walkway 
support brackets, steps and even the pilot. We’ve begun 
needlescaling the frame as well, in anticipation of priming and 
painting.  

 
We are installing the final safety   ap-
pliances to our turntable in preparation for next years unveiling.  This was 
to have occurred this spring, but with the COVID-19 restrictions on work 
sessions and special events, we decided to 
push it back to 2021. 
 
Fred has just about completed the welding 
repairs on the Ping Pong Coach window sills, 
and will soon be moving onto the final prep 
work for the new floor.  
 
Elsewhere, our volunteers have accomplished 
the daunting task of track removal at a private 
donor’s location om Farmingdale.  Spikes 

were pulled, joint bars unbolted and broken free, rail flipped and tie 
plates pried free.  All materials, sans rail, have been relocated to our 
Oyster Bay facility for future installation as display tracks.  The rail will 
be delivered by a private contractor. 

Locomotive #35 Update by Ronnie Schnepf, Committee Chair 

As the world begins to move forward following the setbacks created by the 

COVID-19 crisis, we are hopeful that we will see some progress on the      

Locomotive #35 project beyond the amazing work being done by our own 

volunteers.  At the moment, we are still in the process of negotiating a new 

restoration plan with both our contractor and the Town of Oyster Bay. 

On September 26, as part of our relocation from our Audrey Avenue Preview 

Center to the Historic Train Station, we relocated several of #35’s more     

high-profile items which had, up until this month, been featured displays at 

the Preview Center.  These pieces include the keystone shaped #35       

numberboard, headlight and bell, as well as the original locomotive and    

tender builder’s plates.  A plaque from the 1956 ceremony at which the LIRR 

transferred ownership of the engine to Nassau County was also relocated.  

These pieces will be safely stored until the station is ready to receive them, 

upon which they will be displayed at the Station until #35 is restored to the 

point where they can be reinstalled on the locomotive. 

Please stay tuned for future updates! 
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As of September 25th, both the West and 
South facade’s have been completed. It was 
a very long time spent by the crew of TML 
Construction removing paint from all of the 
wood trim and the underside of the roof   
overhang which was bead board. The view is 
striking and now the red painted brick and the 
shells imbedded in the stucco really pop! 
 
We have already began fundraising for the 
East and North facades so we can keep up 
the momentum.  If you’d like to help in this 
regard, please contact us at 
LIRR35@aol.com. 
 
With us now moved out of the Visitor’s Center 
and into the Historic Station, we’ll spend the 
winter months setting things up as an actual 
museum, even though additional work needs 
to be done.  Naturally bathrooms, fire         
protection and climate control will need to be 
addressed before we can open up to the   
public.   
 
We look forward to Spring 2021 when we can 
show our public not only the work remaining 
to be done, but the amazing work that has  
already been accomplished thanks to our 
dedicated donors and supporters. 

The Oyster Bay Railroad Museum is rolling out our very first, “All Aboard -  COMMUNITY            
APPEAL”.  This latest effort expands the museum’s outreach through direct mail to more than 6000 
families that make up our local community in efforts to gain new members.  The appeal will be going 
out in October and will focus on inviting residents to be a part of the journey by coming on board, 
respecting the past while moving history forward with the continuing restoration of the historic      
railroad station and its collection of heritage railroad equipment. 

Station Update by Gary Farkash, Committee Member 

Marketing Update by Ann Balderston Glynn, Committee Member 
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